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lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 22 Jan 2010 17:45
_____________________________________

tonite shabbos parshas bo (or boi)

please wherever you are lets do a communal lichaim at 8:30

nmw

the minhag is woodfored

any schnapps will be acceptible

so

its a date

tonite

8:30

woodford around the world

ohh the israelis

hmm
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let them drink arak and pitzuchim

goooooooood shhabbbos

oy yoy shabbos koidesh

8;30

its a hoot!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Shteeble - 21 Dec 2010 04:38
_____________________________________

a lchaim foon der past.

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 21 Dec 2010 04:51
_____________________________________

vood ferd

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by desperate_teddybear - 21 Dec 2010 16:53
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_____________________________________

how much voodford vould a voodchuck have eef a voodchuck could dreenk vood?

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 21 Dec 2010 17:27
_____________________________________

d_teddybear wrote on 21 Dec 2010 16:53:

how much voodford vould a voodchuck have eef a voodchuck could dreenk vood?

 

now my soda is coming out of my nose

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 21 Dec 2010 18:24
_____________________________________

ahem, any self-respecting rebbe would know that the consumption of soda is strictly forbidden
during shovavim...

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 21 Dec 2010 18:52
_____________________________________

:-[ :-[ :-[

========================================================================
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====

Re: lchaim
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 21 Dec 2010 18:58
_____________________________________

rebbe b, ?? ????? ??? ?????

i am sure you can be maaleh all the nitzotzos in the Mayim Chaim soda

so you probably could drink soda.

i think Snapple is more mehudar though, something to do with the bubbles....

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 21 Dec 2010 19:16
_____________________________________

Dr feffer (diet)

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by desperate_teddybear - 21 Dec 2010 20:05
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 21 Dec 2010 19:16:

Dr feffer (diet)
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nisht a diet- why a DIET?!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Markz - 25 Jan 2018 05:41
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 22 Jan 2010 17:45:

tonite shabbos parshas bo (or boi)

please wherever you are lets do a communal lichaim at 8:30

nmw

the minhag is woodfored

any schnapps will be acceptible

so

its a date

tonite

8:30
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woodford around the world

ohh the israelis

hmm

let them drink arak and pitzuchim

goooooooood shhabbbos

oy yoy shabbos koidesh

8;30

its a hoot!!!!

Time to reboot this thread 

Sheesh..... guys are so serious on gye nowadays you can feel the radiation coming out of your

computer and the wires are shooting these wierd sparks 

Ay! Halevay for the good old days long before I joined gye when they would truck and drink?
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The real stuff!!!

And took it OAAAT - one addiction at a time. It was either SA or AA - you couldn't do both...

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by stillgoing - 19 Feb 2019 23:23
_____________________________________

LL'C H A IM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!lLlLahoooo?!!!!!!!!!!!! :-)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Birdsville INLY 7 MUR MYLES !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

HAPPY PURIM

IS THE

REBBE

HERE YET?

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Shteeble - 20 Feb 2019 00:18
_____________________________________

double lchaim.

Ahhh where is the rebbe.

The rebbe's cone is dripping.

(how many GYEers recognize this avatar image with the ice cream.
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probably not that many. Oy vey. Where is Bardichev????)

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by stillgoing - 20 Feb 2019 02:58
_____________________________________

Shteeble wrote on 20 Feb 2019 00:18:

double lchaim.

Ahhh where is the rebbe.

The rebbe's cone is dripping.

(how many GYEers recognize this avatar image with the ice cream.

probably not that many. Oy vey. Where is Bardichev????)

?

IF HES DRIPPING

STILL NOT TRIPPING

HES GONE ON LIVING

NO MORE SLIPPING 

WOODFORDS GRIPPING
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OY MINE GRIBBEN

VUS IZ KLIBBEN

FAR DE ZUBBEN

FARSHTAY MINE POBEM(?)

ICH NISHT FARSHTAYEN

So LET'S GET CRACKEN

WITH L'CHAIM!!!!

(The last line must be laned in a higher tone then the other lines. Some shi-tes jold that one is
yotzea b'deved even if the last line is red at the same pitch as the rest. However it is well known
that the Rebbe holds that should be Machmer if it will not cause him to lose his sobriety.)

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Shteeble - 20 Feb 2019 09:29
_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote on 20 Feb 2019 02:58:

Shteeble wrote on 20 Feb 2019 00:18:

double lchaim.
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Ahhh where is the rebbe.

The rebbe's cone is dripping.

(how many GYEers recognize this avatar image with the ice cream.

probably not that many. Oy vey. Where is Bardichev????)

?

IF HES DRIPPING

STILL NOT TRIPPING

HES GONE ON LIVING

NO MORE SLIPPING 

WOODFORDS GRIPPING

OY MINE GRIBBEN

VUS IZ KLIBBEN

FAR DE ZUBBEN

FARSHTAY MINE POBEM(?)
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ICH NISHT FARSHTAYEN

So LET'S GET CRACKEN

WITH L'CHAIM!!!!

(The last line must be laned in a higher tone then the other lines. Some shi-tes jold that one is
yotzea b'deved even if the last line is red at the same pitch as the rest. However it is well known
that the Rebbe holds that should be Machmer if it will not cause him to lose his sobriety.)

I need translation though. My Yiddish is not great.

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by mikestrucking - 20 Feb 2019 10:25
_____________________________________

That's  not all Yiddish or English there's some Hungarian and Polish (i think).

Yo peerim kivanok

========================================================================
====
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